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When you think about graffiti in Europe, there are a 
handful of writers whose name will show up every 
time. One of them is BATES, who started back in 
1984 in Copenhagen, Denmark. Even after 26 years 
of nonstop painting, it seems that he still has the 
desire to spent every second possible with cans in 
front of a wall. His drive and power, even after all 
these years, is still unbowed.

Hi BATES! In your case, we will pass the usual 
introduction for the first time and try to start over 
with the main topic. If someone doesn’t know the 
basics about you, he should move on and buy 
another book. 

There is no doubt, that you do pieces on a very 
regular base. Is sketching also something impor-
tant as a “fundament” for developing your style?  
Yes, I always had sketched a lot. I am trying new 
things and always bring outlines to the wall, choose 
the one that fits for the moment, sometimes simple, 
semi or wild style … So for me it works out best this 
way, but others like REVOK, PHOS4, RIME, SABE 
or SMASH137 are good freestylers … I respect that. 
But me personally, I work better with a sketch in my 
hand …

So you prefer to have a sketch with you when 
going to paint?
Yes, I like to have a sketch with me, so I can make 
something new all the time. I think when I paint 
freestyle, I would do something I had already done 

before, because I remembered it. Having a sketch, 
I often freestyle things on top or adapt the outline so 
it fits to the surface.

I consider your style to be very timeless – I would 
have quite some problems judging if a BATES-
style is from 2010 or if it is a much older one.  
It’s because some pieces from 2010 are actually old 
outlines I digged up from the early ninetees (archi-
ve). I like to switch it up like that, cause today I see 
the lines differently and I am able to make it better 
as my technique improoved since then.

Do you prefer styles of a special period which 
you choose for an update? 
I flip through my archive of outlines, old and new. 
I always try to bring a sketch that fits the situation, 
sometimes something simple, another day it’s wild 
and crazy. I don’t want to get stuck to one particular 
style.
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master of all styles





daim: hamburg   55   54   



beat77: hamburg   77   76   



heis: hamburg   89   88   



t-kid: bronx  /  bio: new york   101   100   t-kid: bronx



116  skore183: munich   117   



126   scotty76: heidelberg   127   



kid crow: nuremberg   145   144   home: romania



esfo: athens   147   146   




